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The postmobile dust
is settling
Last year we announced the death of mobile. The smartphone had reached
maturity and other emerging technologies were taking the innovation stage. Indeed, the recent launches of the iPhone 7 and Google’s Pixel demonstrated the fact that we shouldn’t
expect any more spectacular changes in the smartphone hardware space. On the software
side, the web has adapted to the smartphone and we have an incredibly rich app ecosystem
that takes up most of our digital time. Mobile won and moved from the margin to the core of
what we call “the connected world”.
Enter the postmobile world, where Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things and Mixed
Reality are pointing the way towards new digital horizons. If you thought the mobile
revolution went fast, you’ll need to get ready for what’s about to come. These technologies
are challenging the way we buy, communicate, work, travel, learn, produce and live in
fundamental ways. 2015 was the year in which we were confronted with a myriad of trends
and technologies, while prophets and doomsayers were fighting for the spotlight.
As confusing as it is exciting, we feel it’s our duty to paint a crystal clear picture on what
matters and what doesn’t. From the very start in 2010, In The Pocket has helped its clients
find value in new digital technologies, so that they can focus on their core business and
thrive in disruptive times. With 75 engineers, strategists and UX specialists we pull together
once a year to write down our view on digital. This report is the result of our specific expertise and the tons of data from the millions of people that use our products every day.
The postmobile dust is settling and the contours of our digital future are starting to become
clear. We have identified five very concrete evolutions you should understand to stay on top
of the digital game in 2017. In this year’s edition you will read about the future of location,
which has been crucial for the rise of mobile and which is being re-energized by the Internet
of Things. Our lead strategist writes about the atomisation of services and the death of
the self-contained app. Is VR really happening or is it a gimmick for gamers? In The Pocket’s
VR expert explains why we are on the cusp of a major platform revolution. Machine learning brings huge potential to the UX of apps, but how do you embrace this rapidly evolving
technology? Our director of product design dives into the matter. Finally, you will learn
about the rebirth of the hybrid app from InThe Pocket’s director of engineering.
Join us for another thrilling year in digital!
Jeroen Lemaire
Co-founder & CEO, In The Pocket
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LOCATION IS
EVERYWHERE

NICK DE COOMAN
IOT SOLUTION ARCHITECT

More than ever, (micro-)location
will be the driver for building
better user experiences and
optimizing processes.
Expect huge hardware and
software innovations.
WHAT IS HAPPENING?
Location has always been a big deal. And

big brother iPhone. Bluetooth Low Energy

awe-inspiring features like Google Now

beacons have become so low cost that

or Siri’s ‘Leave now’ have been around for

they are a cheap means for determining

some time now. So why should this still be

proximity. And clever engineers work their

on your radar? Firstly, there are more and

magic through WiFi or cellular access

more ways to obtain data about an object’s

points. Additionally, the smartphone

exact location. Existing technologies like

revolution led to a proliferation of cheap

GPS are being incorporated into new devices

tracking sensors (gyroscopes! altome-

like wearables and smart watches. Your

ters! ...), meaning you can expect a lot of

Apple Watch will contextually help you at

devices that are aware of their surround-

every step of the way, without needing its

ings. Take Google’s Project Tango, for
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Location will be one of
the key indicators for
determining a user's
context and hence
which feature or
service to surface.

HOW IS THE TREND EVOLVING?
►

Asset tracking will become the norm.
We will know where all of our belongings
are. And all of our loved ones too. Many
privacy concerns will arise, but the benefits will be so plentiful, people will accept
the potential downsides.

►

Augmented Reality will be big.
People will mistake it for a visualization
gimmick, rather than a location tourde-force. Pokemon Go didn’t become a

instance: through cameras and sensors,

success because it pasted Pokémon on

a Tango-smartphone can make a live 3D

your camera, but because of Niantic’s

map of its environment, recognize objects

decade-long experience in location.

and determine its exact location. Sounds
like a gadget for treasure hunters and

►

cards. But rather than every company

space explorers, but this technology will

trying to fit all the pieces together all by

be the driver for Virtual and Augmented/

itself, clever companies will offer these

Mixed Reality experiences. Or make indoor

intelligence services to them. For example:

navigation truly useful.

Google’s Awareness API combines 7 loca-

Secondly, not only are there more devices
and sensors that are fully location-savvy,
enhanced connectivity technologies means
they can transmit this data in real time.
Protocols like SigFox and LoRa can link
devices with the cloud in a cheap, accessible and battery-efficiënt way. The new
Bluetooth 5 standard boosts range, speed
and data size, and is readying up for IoT.
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Every app will become like Google Now

tion and context sources in a single API.
►

These location-savvy features will reach
end-users through different distribution
means. Because apps become ultra
lightweight (e.g. Instant Apps) or even
integrated into messaging (and other) platforms, people will get access to relevant
functionality on the spot without having to
download the app first. Think of paying for

Thirdly, on the software side, Artificial In-

parking tickets or ordering room service.

telligence has become capable of integrat-

Location will be one of the key indicators

ing all of this location-related data. Data

for determining a user's context and hence

finally becomes intelligence.

which feature or service to surface.

DO’S & DONT’S?

Make your product smarter: give it
a sense of awareness and context.

Much of this context will come directly from micro-location. But in turn, these
context-enhanced apps and products will generate a lot of additional data,
which will further feed the intelligent agent behind it. Smart apps will only become smarter. Either you get familiar with these algorithms, or figure out your
place within other’s smart platforms or virtual private agents.
But dare to think even further. Imagine that, for your industry, you know the
exact micro-location of each and every asset or object, user or client, at all
times? Wouldn’t that empower you to do things better or differently?
Or different things altogether?
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ATOMIC
SERVICES

FREDERIK DE BOSSCHERE
LEAD STRATEGIST

Your app is dead.
Long live your apps.
More devices and channels
means adapting your services
to these new interfaces.
Or integrating other services into
your own platform’s interface.
Whether it’s finding your place in
this new ecosystem, or becoming
the ecosystem yourself, you have
some thinking to do.
14

THERE IS NO 1 EXPERIENCE.

UNBUNDLE. REBUNDLE. x10.

Managing your digital touch points used to

Bundling all of your value propositions

be (relatively) easy: start with web, include

into an app made perfect sense from your

mobile flavor, add an app, finish off with

brand’s perspective. All of your offerings

some social sauce, and you'd be done. You

combined. But as apps became bloated,

could think in terms of (a few) interfaces,

they fell apart. Product designers were

and even screens.

acutely made aware of the underlying

But: how can you as a brand or service
cope with a world that is explosively
becoming multi-device and multi-channel?
Where operating systems are becoming
virtual private assistants and messengers?
And messaging tools becoming operating
systems themselves? With people gesturing with their watch or talking to their
living room? The additional challenge?
Customers demand a best-in-class expe-

problem. But still there was no light at
the end of the tunnel, as a lot of these
unbundled, single-focus apps weren’t able
to turn the tide. Users had quite simply
grown sick and tired of accessing different
interfaces to fulfill their different needs.
Rather, they prefer an access point that
aggregates all of these services and possibilities into one single point of contact.
Powerful yet seamless.

rience on all of these extra touch points.

Even though many single-focus apps didn't

But: there is no longer 1 experience.

work out that well, there was a positive

Or interface. There are just moments.

pay-off to the story. The Great Unbundling

Many moments.

made companies do some serious thinking:

BUTTON
Button allows app publishers to create new monetization means by
integrating "buttons". Buttons are simple and easy-to-implement
widgets to link with complimentary services. This lets your app users
make hotel or restaurant reservations, order food, buy tickets, hail a
ride, ... while keeping them in your interface. It creates value for all
parties involved: your user, the third party service, and yourself.
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Users prefer an access
point that aggregates
all services and
features into a single
point of contact.

tegrate third party services like ride-sharing, table booking, money transfer, etc.
►

Allo's Google Assistant or Facebook's
M are always-on and ready to provide
you with the informative or actionable
content card you need. Or take Facebook's
DeepText AI program, which understands
the conversation you're having and tries
to offer relevant assistance or services.
For example: it will propose an Uber when

what flows or processes does my service

you're discussing transportation.

or offering consist of? Furthermore, actually unbundling those services provided

Within those messaging tools, bots like

►

In general, we're now entering the age of

valuable insights into what worked, and

the virtual private assistant. There are

what didn’t.

differences in where these VPA's live: on a

Now, given the rapid pace of changing user
behavior, those atomic services are rebundling into new interfaces:
►

screen like Yahoo Aviate; behind a screen,
like Google Now on Tap; or by calling out
the magic word, like Amazon Alexa, Google Home or Siri (from your in-ear pods). Dif-

Platforms like iMessage and Messenger,

ferent incarnations of the same concept:

or Apple and Google Maps, that already

aggregating huge amounts of information

boast huge engagement, are starting to in-

or services into 1 natural access point.

OPENTABLE & AIRBNB
OpenTable's or Airbnb's iMessage apps: when translating their
successful platforms to this new channel, they were smart enough
not to squeeze the entire customer journey into a messaging card,
but rather focus the use case on the decision process, i.e. what
residence or restaurant to choose.
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►

►

Relatively new product categories, like

little more than crappy experiments. But

smart watches or cars, are bringing new

we can expect some use cases that work

interfaces and new challenges to how you

delightfully well too, because they are

should translate your service or appliance

highly focused. It's not about cramping

to these new operating systems.

everything in there. It's about selecting the

Smart homes: as your home becomes

right use cases.

a cloud-connected intelligent HUB, the
potential for clever integrations and automatization becomes huge. Take a look at
fan-favorite IFTTT: how would your service
or product fit into a ‘recipe’?
►

The list goes on, really.

BECOME THE BUNDLE.
The other strategy, albeit one more bold,
more ambitious and requiring deep pockets,
is to become a platform yourself. If your
business is a primary destination for users
and consumers, you can allow other parties

Simply put: platforms (in all of their

to join your ecosystem. But: you will have to

diversity) are rebundled with lightweight,

evolve beyond simply offering the storefront

contextually relevant, micro-services from

(e.g. banner space). This means improving

third parties, like yours. Adding items to

conversion (whatever the nature) for those

your grocery list from a group chat with

third parties. Facilitating the customer

your family. Or ordering festival tickets

journey by removing friction.

from a Facebook Messenger chat with

For example: offering easy payments, CRM

your festival buddies. At first, we will see

enrichment, simple user authentication or

a lot of chat bots and widgets that are

identification, etc.

PAYMENT SERVICE DIRECTIVE 2
PSD2 (Payment Service Directive 2) will herald the age of
API-banking. This will let (new) platforms or tools create a layer or
interface over existing financial services, or allow banks to integrate
data from other financial institutions themselves. There will be serious security challenges, but users will be the victor, with new, more
unified or better designed services.
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Take a look at how Facebook is now rivaling
with traditional publishers. In addition to
having the ‘eyeballs’, their advertising options have expanded from simple ad banners to rich content cards to sell products,
drive visitors to your events, etc. Or closer
to home: Medialaan's Stievie. In addition to
being a necessary move to compete with
new video platforms and viewing habits,

COME OUT AND PLAY.
One thing is certain: today's app or channel
strategy will soon prove dated. So: rather
than letting your app gather dust on some
OS homescreen (or worse: some app store),
it’s time to come out and play, and offer
your services to consumers when, where
and how THEY prefer it.

inviting other TV networks to join their of-

Don’t mourn though. Your app, which you

fering is clever: they keep control and their

alone own, might become less important

customers get more bang for the buck.

as a touch point. But you will win many

AMAZON
Over the past years, Amazon has evolved from an e-commerce website into a key technology player. Take the Echo, their home assistant
that lets you talk to Alexa to add items to your grocery list, but also
play Spotify music, order Domino's Pizza, control your Philips Hue
lights or Nest thermostat, ... (Alexa is already mastering more than
1000 'skills').
Or the Dash Replenishment Service, that lets your washing machine
or printer automatically restock. If you want to be ready for the
atomic future, you'll have to think interface-agnostic. This means
thinking programmatic interfaces: it's the I in API.
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more. Agreed, you might concede some

Imagine your key service or offering. Now

degree of control. But you will win scale

imagine you don’t access it from an app

and distribution. (Because let’s face it:

or web screen. How does that feel? Does

you’ve never used just use one channel to

it work? Don’t worry if it doesn’t: user

service or communicate with existing or

experience has been overly focused on user

prospective customers, now have you?)

interfaces rather than user moments. Learn

Value is, once again, created by pulling
disparate things, together in one place.
Just not in your interface.

how your service can be adapted to all of
these moments, and look for parallels. But
be fast about it: first one to get it right, gets
all the spoils.

THE END OF THE SELF-CONTAINED APP
ONE THING IS CERTAIN: THE APP AS THE LONE CHAMPION OF MOBILE
TOUCH POINTS, WILL SOON BECOME A RELATIVE CONCEPT.

Even the self-contained app will unbundle on a technical level. Take Android's
"Instant Apps" for example, which makes certain features or functionalities
accessible on the fly (without having to download the entire app). It allows
developers to modularize their apps so they only serve you the parts you
need first: an ordering system, a product listing, a rich map, ...
With Apple working on a similar system, this might provide a solution for
apps that serve a great functional use, but are too ad-hoc and ephemeral to
lure users into the app store first. Your app becomes a menu. And users can
order à la carte.
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VIRTUAL
REALITY
IS REALLY
HAPPENING

KENNY DERIEMAEKER
VR COMPETENCE LEAD

This year, Virtual Reality is no longer a
hype, but a product. A clunky, relatively
expensive product — but one that will
soon be convenient and user-friendly
enough to change how we work,
play and communicate.
WHAT’S HAPPENING?
For the past four years, VR was brought

communication, education, collaboration

back onto the tech world stage by a perfect

and exploration as well. The next few years,

storm of mobile-driven innovative sensor

the hardware will get smaller and more

and display hardware, amature 3D techno-

invisible, as VR gradually merges into the

logy ecosystem and computing power.

real world through Mixed (or Augmented)

Finally, technology is mature enough to

Reality.

convincingly support a user’s senses with

In the long run, VR and AR work towards a

a rich digital experience. Starting this year,

future where a person’s perception of the

it is in consumer’s hands in the form of

world can be digitally augmented, medi-

highly polished and affordable hardware

ated, improved and enhanced. Anytime,

products like the Oculus Rift, Samsung

anywhere. This is a very powerful idea

GearVR and HTC Vive.

which has far-reaching implications for
the business world, the tech world and the

HOW IS THE TREND EVOLVING?

world at large.
Today’s VR hardware is only the first

Once inside your home, VR will start enter-

important step in that direction, but smart

ing your office and establish itself as an app

teams are already realizing the promise of

platform. Not only for gaming and enter-

the medium with experiences and apps that

tainment consumption, but for

excite, inspire and connect users.
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HISTORY OF VR
EARLY VISIONS

1792
Irish painter Robert Parker coins the term "panorama" for his
360° mural paintings of Edinburgh. Audiences are astounded
by the immersive imagery; panoramic galleries are built in
England, France and the US.

1838
Charles Wheatstone invents the stereoscope, a handheld
viewer for stereoscopic photographs — imagine a 19th century
Google Cardboard. Adoption of the stereoscope is mostly driven
by clandestinely traded erotic photography.

1957
Morton Heilig invents the Sensorama, a fully mechanical
multi-sensory experience machine. At several hundred
kilograms, it isn't exactly practical.

DIGITAL PIONEERS

1968
Ivan Sutherland builds the Sword of Damocles,
the world's first true 3D head-mounted display at the University of Utah. Far ahead of his time, his research papers
from the 60's outline a blueprint for immersive VR that is still
relevant today.

1970's & 1980's
As computer graphics becomes a field of study and processing
power increases, VR continues to be developed in non-commercial contexts; mostly in NASA and the US military. Cyberpunk
novels like Snow Crash and Neuromancer start popularizing
the idea of Virtual Reality.

1990's
VR breaks into the mainstream consciousness, with a few brave
consumer electronics companies attempting to put PC-based
headsets into the market. This generates a lot of hype but fails
to gain traction and goes away by the mid-90's. The technology
just isn't there yet.

THE REAL DEAL

2012
Palmer Luckey, a 20-year old electronics geek, teams up with game
industry legend John Carmack to create a prototype VR headset using
off-the-shelf components. A Kickstarter campaign to productize it as the
Oculus Rift quickly raises $ 2.5 M.

2014
Facebook acquires Oculus for $2 billion, showing a huge vote of confidence from the tech giant into the technology. Sonyannounces
Project Morpheus, an initiative to bring VR to the Playstation.

2015
Game developer Valve and HTC partner to create the HTC Vive, a competitor to the Oculus Rift. Google introduces Google Cardboard, a low-cost
VR adapter for any smartphone. Samsung and Oculus release Gear VR, a
media-focused headset for high-end Android phones.

2016
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive are released, bringing high-fidelity interactive
VR to the PC market. Sony releases PSVR, an equally high-quality
peripheral for the Playstation 4. The first wave of augmented reality
devices, like the HoloLens and Meta 2 are on the horizon.

DO’S & DONT’S?
1

In short: join us in figuring out what works in VR and what
doesn’t. The early days of VR look a lot like those of the
mobile world:The market is young and the major players are
still looking for their audience.

2

The hardware capabilities are still changing rapidly.

3

A lot of the innovation is coming from small teams willing to
experiment.

If you want to get your feet wet in VR, we advise you to put a small multidisciplinary team on it, today. Figure out how your product, service or marketing
can work in a 360° immersive environment, where you have complete control
over the user experience. Carefully consider issues of comfort and intuitive
interactions. In some ways, VR today is still a solution in search of a problem.
If you can identify ways to add significant value to your product or service in the
context of virtual reality, you will capture people’s attention for sure.
In the long run, start considering what the impact of ubiquitous augmented
reality could one day be — on your product, or on the way your people work.
Once you have a clear vision on what that may look like, consider prototyping or
workshopping some directions with the technology available today.
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THE
REBIRTH
OF
HYBRID

THOMAS MONS
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Hybrid apps have resurrected,
and they come in many forms.
But the crucial choice of which
type of hybrid development to
apply, has become difficult.
WHERE IS THIS TREND COMING FROM?
Hybrid mobile development is nearly as

In 2012, Mark Zuckerberg called the hybrid

old as native development. Shortly after

Facebook app the biggest mistake he had

the native SDK's, Unity started supporting

ever made. Facebook went native and oth-

iOS & Android to facilitate cross-platform

ers followed soon: the first wave of hybrid

gaming apps, and Phonegap was launched,

apps died, hooray for native development.

causing the first wave of hybrid apps.
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However, by 2015, webviews became more

At that time, early 2009, web was seen as

performant (WKWebView, Crosswalk) and

the future of app development, but soon

now included decent debugging tools.

the first hiccups appeared: webviews could

Javascript gained popularity (node.js,

not match the quality of native views. And

Angular, React,..) and its language evolved

they were a royal pain to debug, as decent

(ES6). Phonegap was open sourced as Cor-

development tools were lacking, and

dova, its ecosystem started to take shape

platforms and their respective versions

and new frameworks based on Cordova

varied enormously. On top of that, new UX

appeared (Ionic, Intel XBX, Cocoo). Micro-

paradigms started to emerge that could

soft acquired the up-and-coming Xamarin,

not be realised with web technology at

made it open source and integrated it in

that time.

Visual Studio. In Xamarin you can build

native apps for multiple platforms using 1

►

How easy is it to perform a task?

►

How fast can it be performed?

arin Forms, you can even share views.

►

Is it any fun to perform that task?

Still in 2015, Facebook created React

►

How does your experience relate to that of

language (C#) and 1 IDE, with the business
logic shared beteen all platforms. In Xam-

Native, a variant of the extremely popular
React framework that allows to create
and share native views on iOS and Android
using Javascript and JSX.

the competition?
Keep in mind that choosing for a hybrid
technology always comes with a performance penalty compared to native apps,
which might have an impact on your user's

HOW IS THIS TREND EVOLVING?
Today, Hybrid 2.0 is thriving and can be
defined in 3 categories of hybrid apps:
►

HTML/JS-based, with server-side rendering ("wrapper apps")

►

HTML/JS-based, with client-side rendering (e.g. Cordova based apps)

►

Intermediate language that results in a
native app (Xamarin, React Native, Unity)

HOW TO CHOOSE?
Before choosing a mobile app development

delight. That penalty is less severe for
hybrid technologies that result in a native
experience (category 3) than it is for apps

Before choosing a
mobile app development
technology, you should
make some crucial
assessments.

technology, you should make some crucial
assessments that will affect the Total Cost

that do client-side HTML/JS rendering

of Ownership (TCO) of your app.

(category 2), which in turn has a smaller
penalty than server-side HTML/JS render-

1

USER DELIGHT

ing (category 1). When in doubt, use rapid
prototyping to verify key parts of your UX

A delighted user is more likely to keep

- and include your target audience in those

using your app than a frustrated user. In

tests, not just yourself.

the though battle for a user's attention,

Needless to say: take the time to define

perfection in user experience is essential.

KPI's that actually represent your business

Sounds logical, but ask yourself:

goals, measure them and monitor them.
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It is more
important than
ever to think of
your solution as a
bundle of microservices, which
can be unbundled
when needed.
2

STRENGTH OF THE ECOSYSTEM

Supply and demand are key factors in
any market system, and it is no different
when it comes to choosing a development
platform. In essence, the cost of developing and maintaining an application will be
determined by:
►

►

►
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velopers are greatly influenced by the
strength of the platform's ecosystem. The
strength of an ecosystem itself is driven
by market demand, developer preference
and education. A strong ecosystem usually
takes years to build, but will not go away
suddenly. Weak ecosystems on the other
hand can pose a risk: it may be hard to find
people able to maintain your product or it
may be impossible to implement certain
technologies due to the lack of support for
your platform.

3

EXPECTED LIFETIME, VENDOR LOCK-IN &
PRODUCT CONTINUITY

Most mobile products today have a life
expectancy of about 2-3 years: if no major
updates are performed in that period, your
app is as good as dead. This is not only the
case for mobile products, but for any user
interface: your front-end is volatile and will
need more maintenance than your backend. Interfaces are also quickly becoming
more and more diverse: wearables are be-

code cross-platform;

coming more powerful, natural language

The number of reusable libraries/technol-

processing is getting better, chatbots are
taking over support tasks (and becoming
quite good at them), etc.

The ability to get support from the community or vendor to overcome technical

Combined with the ever improving connec-

problems;

tivity of most devices, it is more important

The number of developers available for
the platform;

►

to get support and the number of de-

The platform itself and its ability to reuse

ogies available for the platform;
►

The number of reusable libraries, ability

The market demand for those developers.

than ever to think of your solution as a
bundle of microservices, which can be
unbundled when needed. The best way to
reuse code, is still to have that code run on

a stable, controlled & contained environ-

►

Offline requirements, where your app

ment - exactly what containerized applica-

should continue to function without any

tions (Docker) are focusing upon. Keep in

connectivity

mind that hybrid technologies have a great
offering when it comes to apps, but other
verticals (wearables, TVs, cars, extensions,
widgets, bots,..) are not always supported
or support for them may be lagging behind.
A notorious example is that Xamarin still
didn't provide stable support for watchOS
2 at the time watchOS 3 was announced. In
general, be sure to ask yourself:
►

What is the realistic lifetime for the app
you're envisioning?

►

How important is the lag time hybrid technologies have to support new platforms or
platform versions for your business case?

►

How much do you trust the main develop-

►

Local network requirements, where your
app needs to communicate with other peripherals (e.g. BLE peripherals, peer-topeer communication, service discovery,...)

For most mobile apps
however, the view logic
will be the place where
most development
time is lost.

er of a hybrid technology? What are the
consequences if a technology is aban-

In such cases, considering a way to share

doned during the lifetime of your app?

your business logic may prove valuable, as
long as you are able to make an abstrac-

4

BUSINESS LOGIC VS VIEW LOGIC

tion of platform specific dependencies (e.g.
low-level Bluetooth API's).

You should always try to limit the amount

For most mobile apps however, the view

of business logic in your front-end, but

logic will be the place where most develop-

there are always situations where you

ment time is lost. This problem is amplified

cannot avoid having a large chunck of

by the fact that each platform has its own

business logic in your front-end:

UI/UX guidelines, which makes it harder to
share view logic. Especially in the case of

►

Real-time or performance requirements,

Cordova based apps, this can become a true

such as gaming, facial recognition, aug-

headache, as more and more code needs to

mented reality, etc.

be split up per platform.
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However, there definitely are opportunities

Xamarin Forms to be an additional plat-

to share view logic:

form that you need to support: if you can

►

reuse an existing component, you'll gain

Views that don't require a lot of interac-

time, but if you need to make a custom

tion, but do contain a lot of information,

component, you'll need to make it per

can easily be made using client-rendered

platform plus Xamarin Forms.

HTML/JS. In most of these cases, the
user won't even notice a difference with
a native view, and creating such a view

5

natively requires more effort, even for just
1 platform. Furthermore, it is possible
(and allowed) to actually update these
views without submitting a new version of
an app. Typical examples are detail pages
or articles, and the best news is that this
trick can be used in virtually every technology at any time.
►

PLATFORMS TO SUPPORT & TIME TO
MARKET

Sharing code is normally a good thing, but
making proper abstractions and managing
dependencies takes time - valuable time. If
time-to-market is essential or in case support for multiple platforms is not required,
don't lose time abstracting, but focus on
shipping - there are plenty of opportunities

Native apps that contain complex feeds

to refactor later on. If on the other hand,

or complex views with a lot of interaction,

you already know that you'll be shipping

can consider using React Native to share

multiple apps, consider a common strat-

view logic. React Native outperforms web

egy for all your apps, to maximize code

technology and it can easily be mixed

reuse (commonly called a "Mobile Applica-

and matched with entire native views.

tion Development Platform", or MADP).

Additionally, it can be introduced in a
native codebase at any time and it also
comes with the benefit that views can be
updated without submitting a new version

6

of an app.
►

Within Xamarin, Xamarin Forms can be
used to share views between platforms.
The advantage of Xamarin Forms is that
it is able to reach a very high percentage

Last but not least, always keep your product requirements and quality attributes in
mind:
►

If you're using a 3rd party technology,

of shared code, but it comes at a cost: you

make sure it supports your choice of tech-

either use Xamarin Forms for your entire

nology. Don't assume any native library

app or you don't use it at all. Taking ad-

can be used in any hybrid technology, it

vantage of Xamarin Forms will boil down

often requires a great deal of effort and in

to limiting you custom renderers - the

some cases might even prove impossible.

abstraction layer Xamarin Forms is using.
To understand the effects of this, consider
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PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS & QUALITY
ATTRIBUTES

►

The more your product relies on low level

►

Javascript code is way harder to protect

API's (audio, video, bluetooth, security

than native code. If you're dealing with

services, platform info,.. ), the less likely

though security requirements, you're

it is that you'll gain time using a hybrid

probably better off not using it for any kind

technology and the more likely it is that

of business logic, or even not at all.

you'll run into troubles.

DO’S & DONT’S?
AS OFTEN IN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING, THERE IS NO SILVER BULLET
FOR REDUCING COSTS IN MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT. ONE
PARTICULAR CHOICE MAY VERY WELL REDUCE YOUR COST BY 40% IN
ONE CASE, BUT INCREASE YOUR COST BY 200% IN ANOTHER.
►

►

►

►

►

If you’re creating a 2D or 3D game, a 3D or VR app, use Unity.
If you don’t have the intention to support multiple platforms, go native: it’s
quicker and cheaper.
If you’re plugging a new product and you want to pilot it on one platform before
making a decision to support others, go native: UX will be key, time-to-market
is often important, and you’ll lose time abstracting.
If you already have native apps on multiple platforms, it is very unlikely that
you’ll ever enjoy the ROI to move to a full hybrid solution (Xamarin or Cordova):
focus on potential view sharing via React Native or the usage of web technology to render views. If you have multiple native apps on multiple platforms,
focus on sharing code via native libraries per platform.
If you need to support tvOS, watchOS, Android Wear or Android TV, be aware
Cordova is not an option. Choice between Xamarin or native will depend on the
amount of business logic and potential technical limitations.
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HANNES VAN DE VELDE
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT DESIGN

MACHINE
LEARNING
IN APPS

Machine learning and Artificial
Intelligence have been around
for as long as 60 years, and
have ever since been ‘right
around the corner’ as the next
big thing in computing.
But since a couple of years,
it looks like AI is finally able
to live up to its esteemed
potential.
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WHAT IS HAPPENING?
Over the course of the last years, some impressive innovations are putting machine
learning back on the radar. And if we look
at the big players, we have every reason to
believe that this trend is ready for a major
breakthrough.
The recent advances in machine learning
are mainly caused by three crucial factors

IMPROVED INTERFACES
The most straightforward way we're
already seeing machine learning impacting
the products we're using on a daily basis, is
that their graphical interfaces are becoming
more intelligent. By leveraging machine
intelligence, we can anticipate on what a
user might want to do:
►

are using natural language processing to

becoming available at the same time:
►

predict your next words, so you don't have

breakthroughs in deep learning techniques
and neural networks, dramatically reducing the error rates of machine learning

to type them yourself;
►

group your pictures based on people or

increasingly more connected devices

objects that appear on them or locations

generating huge amounts of (observed)

they were taken;

data that can serve as training data for the
learning algorithms;
►

photo apps are using intelligent image
recognition to automatically tag, sort and

algorithms;
►

predictive keyboards and e-mail apps

►

Facebook and other feed-based interfaces
are leveraging machine learning to adapt

faster computer processors and hardware

and tailor your experience based on every

(CPU, GPU and memory alike) that are

interaction you have.

able to process all this data.
These early and very focused examples

HOW IS THE TREND EVOLVING?

of Machine Learning are mainly aimed
at helping people save time or creating

Machine Learning and Artificial Intelli-

more relevant experiences. But even these

gence will impact the way we use technol-

small intelligent interventions can have a

ogy in a couple ways and paces. In a first

huge impact on how we experience these

phase, machine learning will drastically

products. By focusing on tasks that are very

change the way we look at digital inter-

hard for humans but fairly easy for com-

faces. A second and more profound way

puters - typically highly repetitive tasks like

of AI-disruption will come in the form of

scanning through lots of data and making

entirely new use-cases that will not only

sense of it - just a hint of artificial intelli-

change the way we look at interfaces or

gence can add a great amount of delight

technology, but at our entire lives.

and added value.
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In the summer of 1956, a group of researchers first came together for a
summer workshop called 'The Dartmouth Summer Research Project on
Artificial Intelligence'. This conference was seen as the unofficial birth
of AI research. The mission was highly ambitious:

"We propose that a 2 month, 10 man study of artificial intelligence be carried out during the summer of 1956 at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire. The study is to
proceed on the basis of the conjecture that every aspect of
learning or any other feature of intelligence can in principle
be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it. An attempt will be made to find how to make machines use language, form abstractions and concepts, solve
kinds of problems now reserved for humans, and improve
themselves. We think that a significant advance can be made
in one or more of these problems if a carefully selected group
of scientists work on it together for a summer."

It took slightly more than one summer, but with the recent advances in
machine learning we are now doing what the Dartmouth researchers
were dreaming of.

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dartmouth_Conferences

NEW INTERFACES

intelligence are making this a reality today.

The rapid advances in natural language

But the impact machine learning will have

processing - making computers able to

on technology and mankind as a whole will

understand and interpret human languages

go way beyond that. Intelligent machines

- will eventually make graphical user in-

will be able to diagnose diseases better

terfaces obsolete for some use-cases. The

than any human doctor ever could. Project

graphical user interface has always been
a necessary layer between humans and
computers, in order for them to understand
each other. But when computers are able
to understand our 'native interface', human
language, we will be able to interact with
them in easier and more natural ways. In
the coming years we'll see conversational
interface, mostly in the form of chatbots,
replacing some of the graphical interfaces
we've been interacting with in the past
years. The biggest advantage of these
conversational interfaces is that we can
express ourselves in a very natural way,
without being limited by the constraints or

The successful machine
learning use-cases in
the years to come will
be based on tasks that
are hard for humans,
but easy for machines.

flows a graphical interface imposes.
NEW USE-CASES
In a second parallel but slightly slower
track, Machine Learning will herald a
series of previously impracticable or unthinkable use-cases. Self-driving vehicles
are a great example. Where it was previously unimaginable that a computer would
be able to autonomously drive a car in a

planning of large construction sites could
be done by intelligent systems that are
able to take into account more parameters and variables than a human project
manager could.
AI-powered personalised banking dashboards
and assistants could bring entirely new
insights and products to personal finance.

safe way, machine learning and artificial
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Google Allo makes it easier for you to respond quickly and keep the
conversation going, even when you’re on the go. With Smart Reply,
you can respond to messages with just a tap, so you can send a quick
“yup” in response to a friend asking “Are you on your way?” Smart Reply will also suggest responses for photos. If your friend sends you a
photo of their pet, you might see Smart Reply suggestions like “aww
cute!”. And whether you’re a “haha” or “??” kind of person, Smart
Reply will improve over time and adjust to your style. Just like in the
Inbox mobile app, Smart Reply saves you precious time by suggesting up to three responses based on the emails you get. Selecting an
option starts a reply, ready for you to either edit or send.
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Source: Google Allo

DO’S & DONT’S?
GET A (BIG) DATA STRATEGY
Machine learning algorithms require lots of training data before they can output
relevant results. Acquiring this data in a clear and unobtrusive way will be a
required first step before you can start your machine learning adventure. Next
to gathering the data, storing and processing it in a secure and responsible way
will be crucial to retain people’s trust and to avoid painful data leaks.

INNOVATE, DON’T INVENT
In machine learning and artificial intelligence, the true inventions will be done by
a relatively small number of academic researchers, startups and large companies like Google, Facebook and IBM. These people and companies will force
breakthroughs in algorithms, deep learning and neural networks that will make
artificial intelligence more powerful. In the current day, these companies are
already open-sourcing and licensing their algorithms and technologies so other
companies can make use of them to implement machine learning into their
products. We should innovate by thinking how machine learning can benefit our
businesses or products, and implement this using open-sourced algorithms
rather than trying to reinvent the wheel by creating own machine learning algorithms.

HARD FOR HUMANS, EASY FOR COMPUTERS
What we shouldn’t expect from machine learning in the coming years is that
they will outperform humans in very human-like tasks. The successful machine
learning use-cases in the years to come will be based on tasks that are hard for
humans, but easy for machines. Browsing through thousands of pictures and
tagging them would take a human hours and hours, but only takes seconds or
minutes for a computer. Calculating the fastest route from A to B in real-time,
taking traffic into account, is almost impossible for humans but fairly easy for
computers. If you’re planning on taking your first steps into machine learning,
focus on these use-cases that are tough nuts for humans to crack, but computers can solve in no time.
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In The Pocket’s annual report on
trends and technologies in digital.

The more you know.
Welcome to the data side.

Just like previous years, we have packed this report with statistics and insights. Because
we love pie charts? Maybe. Because it makes us look smart? Probably. Mostly, it’s because we like making informed decisions.
When conceiving mobile strategies or charting ecosystems, designing products or
platforms, we believe in our guts. But: we also believe our instincts are only part of the
equation. When we help our clients build products that will be used by millions, we never
forget one thing: that’s a big number. So we look at the figures too.
Having built dozens of widely used products and platforms over the years gives us a
unique insight into mobile (OS) adoption and usage in Belgium and the Netherlands. This
allows us (and our clients) to make better decisions as to which platforms and versions to
support. We’re glad to share this information with you.
Not every story is told through cold, hard analytics. That’s why, like last year, we took to
the streets to survey people about their digital and mobile habits. We interviewed 160
smartphone users, neatly spread across age groups and gender.
How has technology influenced how they consume media, shop or pay for things? And
what is their attitude towards new technologies, such as wearables, beacons and VR/AR?
To complete the picture, we include some international research as well.
We hope this helps you paint an accurate picture of the state of mobile today, to better
prepare for tomorrow.

Frederik De Bosschere
Lead Strategist, In The Pocket
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STATE OF MOBILE
USAGE & PLATFORMS

MOBILE
USAGE

STATE OF MOBILE USAGE

Smartphone app is main driver for digital time
growth, but that growth slowing down.
Average Smartphone Use per Month.
JUNE 2015

JUNE 2016
37%

8%

3%

4%

16-24

25-34

8%

9%

100h

80h

60h

40h

20h

All

35-44

45-54

55-64

Millennials are experiencing peak smartphone app
consumption. Growth is mainly with an older audience, especially
55-64.
Having exploded over the past few years, the growth in digital
time spent is starting to slow down: mobile app time grows +11%
y-o-y in 2016 (vs. 25% in 2015), mobile web +5% (vs. 21%), and desktop
shrinks -11% (vs. +14% in 2015).
Over the past 3 years, the smartphone accounted for 88% of
growth in digital time spent (80% apps, 8% mobile web).
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Source: comScore Mobile App Report 2016

Tablet app usage is dwindling.
Average Tablet Use per Month.
JUNE 2015

JUNE 2016

100h

35%
80h

24%

25%
20%

18%

17%

60h

40h

20h

All

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Tablet app usage is dropping among all age groups
Large phones are creeping on tablets’ turf: ever since (April) 2015,
large phones (> 4.5 inch) became the dominant form factor, while
tablet ownership stagnated.
Share of mobile web (vs. mobile app) is bigger on tablets (17%)
than on smartphone (12%).

Source: comScore Mobile App Report 2016
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People don’t download that many
apps anymore.
App Downloads Per Month

0

APPS

49%

51%

1+

APPS

13%

1 App

11%

2 Apps

8%

3 Apps

6%

4 Apps

7%
6%

5-7 Apps

8+ Apps

Heavy app downloaders
= 50% of download volume

Nearly half of people don’t download any (smartphone) apps
(over the course of 1 month).
The average number of apps downloaded per month is 2.
Within group of app downloaders, the average number is
3.5 per month.
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Source:comScore Mobile App Report 2016.

Having a download plan won’t suffice.
You need a retention strategy.

23%
38%

User Abandonment:
users who will use an app just once
User Retention: users who will use an app more
than 11 times. (62% will use an app max 10x)

46%
49%

Source: Localytics, May 2016.

for apps that leverage in-app messages
(rich, visual modals or messages as a response
to a user’s interaction)

for app users that have push notifications enabled.
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THE STATE
OF MOBILE
PLATFORMS
This is the big one. How are the mobile platforms
doing, compared to one another? In The Pocket has
been faithfully reporting about this for several years.
The Platform Wars, it seems, are over, with iOS &
Android the victors. Whereas internationally Android
is the more popular OS, we still have a preference for
iOS devices. Although: the difference is dwindling.
Android apps are even seeing more downloads than
their iOS counterparts. But as an app publisher,
you have to support both. Don’t worry, we’ll tell you
which versions and devices to support.

Share of app engagement.
Share of monthly active users for popular apps in BE+NL

56%

44%

The international picture is the other way around.
Android
iOS
Windows

52,7%

43,9%

BlackBerry
0,8%

2,5%

Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016/ Smartphone
Platform Market Share, February 2016, comScore..
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IOS

ANDROID

54%

80%

60%

40%

46%

20%

Q3 ‘11

Q4 ‘11

Q1 ‘12

Q2 ‘12

Q3 ‘12 Q4 ‘12

Q1 ‘13

Q2 ‘13

Q3 ‘13 Q4 ‘13

Q1 ‘14

Q2 ‘14 Q3 ‘14 Q4 ‘14

Q1 ‘15

Q2 ‘15

Q3 ‘15 Q4 ‘15

Q1 ‘16

Q2 ‘16 Q3 ‘16

After closing the gap with iOS, Android is now comfortably in the lead.

Internationally, the download/revenue gap
is widening ever further.
App Downloads by Store.

App Revenue by Store.

+100%
200

indexed revenue

indexed downloads

THE STATE OF MOBILE PLATFORMS

Share of Android vs. iOS app downloads.

+100%

150

100

50

available on the

iOS App Store

Get it on

Google play

available on the

iOS App Store

Get it on

Google play

Android app download volume is now double that of iOS (vs. +85% in 2015), but
iOS users account for twice as much app revenue (vs. +70% in 2015).
(Mostly driven by smartphone ownership growth in emerging markets and success of budget Android devices).
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps,
representing over 1.6 mio downloads yearly / App Annie Market Index Q2 2016.

Version control. Which versions to support?
Adoption of OS versions per Platform, on October 1st 2016

7

iOS9 & higher 93%
iOS8 & higher 97%

8

10
9

7

4

ANDROID 6 & higher 42%
Android 5 & higher 76%
Android 4.4 & higher 91%

6

5

When deciding which versions to support, it is important to find a balance
between reach and development cost
Source: snapshot of In The Pocket apps sample, users measured first week of October 2016, representing
over 500.000 unique devices. Important to note: on October 1st, iOS10 had been released for 16 days,
and Android 7 Nougat for 38 days.
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Adoption speed of new major
iOS/Android releases.
Percentage of BE users that have updated 6 months after a major release
100%

80%

iOS 9

iOS 7
86%

90%

iOS 8
71%

60%
40%

22%

18%

14%

Apr 2014

6.0

5.0

4.4

20%

ANDROID

ANDROID

ANDROID

May 2014

Apr 2015

Jun 2015

Apr 2016

May 2016

Most popular smartphone families in Benelux.
iPhone

53.69%
Samsung Galaxy S

16.01%

OnePlus one

1.26%

Galaxy Note Nokia Lumia

1.08%

0.64%

Samsung Galaxy S Mini

3,93%

Huawei P

2.98%

Google Nexus Sony Experia Z

0.62%

0.62%

HTC One

0.56%

Sources: In The Pocket apps sample, representing ± 0.5 mio. users / week, measured 6 months after
release of major OS. / iOS10 & Android 7 Nougat not included, because only released in Q3 2016.
56 Device statistics of In The Pocket apps sample, for Q3 2016, representing over 80 smartphone series and 2.1 mio users.

Work at
In The Pocket
Ready to make a difference in the connected
world? Join our growing team in Ghent.
We’re looking for people in sales, product
management, development and testing.
www.inthepocket.mobi/careers
Source: Device statistics of ITP apps sample, for Q3 2016, representing over 80 smartphone series and 2.1 mio users.
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INDUSTR
STATE OF RETAIL,
PAYMENTS & MEDIA

RIES

THE STATE
OF MEDIA
Media was among the first industries to fully
experience the potential, and threats, of mobile. With
devices accounting for hours of daily engagement,
publishers have a huge opportunity to capture these
‘eyeballs’. On the other hand, they are experiencing
fierce competition from increasingly walled gardens
like Facebook and Snapchat, or international powerhouses like Netflix. The tech giants are already taking
the lion’s share of the mobile revenue pie. Publishers
will have to rely on the strength of their content, and
look for alternative revenue streams. But, how keen
are consumers to pay for digital content?
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016.

Belgians and their news apps.
Amount of news apps installed

0

1

29%

2 2

24%

26%

NONE

16-24

38%

25-34

28%

35-44

25%

45-54

22%

55-64

34%

3 3 3

4 4 4 4

11%

ONE

11%

TWO

THREE

34%

6%

22%

22%

22%

19%

25%

34%

9%

9%

25%

25%

16%

13%

28%

13%

FOUR

9%

3%

19%

The shift to social:
1 in 3 doesn’t read news through an app (especially 16-24).
Why it matters to be the best:
7 out of 10 news app users stick to 1 or 2 apps.

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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Digital subscriptions :
“Do you have a digital subscription to ...?”

21%

News

31%

Video

35%

Music

8%

21%

Music, video
& news

Music &
video

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

45-54

Music

38%

47%

44%

28%

19%

Video

41%

41%

34%

28%

9%

News

13%

13%

22%

28%

28%

Music &
Video

25%

28%

25%

19%

9%

Music,
Video &
News

6%

3%

9%

13%

9%

44%

34%

41%

53%

72%

None

Half of Belgians doesn’t have any digital subscriptions.
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.

A lot of people watch videos on
their smartphone.
FULL EPISODES

SHORT CLIPS

TV

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

All

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Vertical video is real:

70%
97%
8%

of smartphone users
regularly watch videos on their device
of Millennials
watch videos on their smartphone. 28% of them watch full episodes.
of smartphone users
watch TV (live or delayed live) on their smartphone

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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THE STATE
OF RETAIL
Riding the e-commerce wave, mobile has further
accelerated the shift from traditional to online retailing.
The use of mobile devices at every step of the buying
process has exploded. Whether it’s finding inspiration,
browsing products, or comparing prices, smartphones
and tablets now dominate digital shopping behavior,
accounting for nearly 65% of all online retail visits. In
addition to browsing, buying things from mobile devices is on the rise too, outpacing desktop commerce
growth. This means that product categories that sell
well on mobile can expect the highest e-commerce
growth rates. Proprietary shopping apps prove of great
value to retention, conversion and order size, but aren’t
finding their way to devices easily.
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016.

Shopping apps are on the rise, but people are
still selective of how many they download.
Amount of shopping apps installed.

0

1

56%

2 2

14%

11%

NONE

16-24

44%

25-34

28%
47%

35-44

22%

75%

55-64

59%

4 4 4 4

6%

ONE

13%

TWO

13%

56%

45-54

3 3 3

13%

THREE

19%

19%

13%

19%

6%

19%

9%

3% 19%

9%

13%

9%

19%

FOUR

13%

6%

9%

3% 6%

More people have shopping apps compared to last year, but still only
half of Belgian consumers do. Nearly half of millennials have 3 shopping
apps or more.

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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Apps are used at every step of
the customer journey.
What do you use your shopping apps for?
INSPIRATION

VIEWING & COMPARING PRODUCTS

CREATING A SHOPPING LIST

ORDERING

All

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

20%

40%

60%

80%

% within userbase of shopping apps

+60% of Millennials use their shopping apps for inspiration.
+70% of retail app users aged 25 to 54 place orders through the app.
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.

Web is reach. App is rich.
Why apps are an essential part of a retailer’s retention &
growth strategy:

x2 More retention
Higher
conversion
x3
x4.6
x2.5
x1.2

products viewed

add to basket rate
checkout rate

x1.3 Bigger baskets
Source: Criteo State of Mobile Commerce H1 2016.
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M-commerce continues its rapid growth, but
the monetization gap is a big hole to fill.
Share of online retail browsing vs spending by platform.
% of time spent

% of spending

80%

40%
60%

monetization
gap

40%

20%

11.5%

15.4%

19%

60%
Q1
2014

Q1
2015
DESKTOP

Q1
2016
MOBILE

In 2016, m-commerce already accounts for 1/5 of online retail revenue.
The strong year-over-year growth, 59% in 2015 (vs. 14% for total
online commerce growth), is driven by faster connections, decreasing
concerns over transaction security, larger phone screen sizes, and
more frictionless navigation of retailers’ mobile sites and apps.
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Source: comScore Cross-Platform Future in Focus 2016.

Mobile is the main driver for online
retail growth.

Totaal Digital Commerce Y/Y Growth %

Product Categories: Mobile % share of Digital Commerce
vs. Total Digital Commerce Y/Y Growth.

40%

Videogames

35%
Event tickets

30%

Jewelry Toys & Hobbies

Sports
25%
Furniture & Appliances
20%

Home & Garden

Software
15%

Gifts

Hardware

Music & Movies

Apparel
Electronics

10%

Content
Office Supplies

5%
Books & Magazines

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Mobile % Share of Digital Commerce

Product categories with the highest mobile share of digital
commerce tend to see greater online sales growth.

Source: comScore e-Commerce and m-Commerce Measurement, Q1 2016.
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STATE OF
MOBILE
PAYMENTS
Despite consumers doing a lot of their retail browsing on
mobile devices (nearly 60% of online retail browsing
occurs on mobile), m-commerce still trails behind in terms
on actual spend (only ± 20% of e-commerce revenue).
Sense of security, and the hassle regarding checkout and
payment, are cited as the main obstacles.
A huge area of opportunity for payment service providers,
banks, mobile wallets, etc. Last year, we found that people
were getting familiar with these mobile commerce tools.
How are they doing in 2016?
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016.

Buying things using mobile devices
becomes normal.
“Have you ever completed an e-commerce transaction
entirely on smartphone or tablet?”
NEVER

All

36%

16-24

28%

25-34

19%

35-44

31%

45-54

44%

55-64

56%

8%

16%

6%

ONCE

MULTIPLE TIMES

57%

56%

75%

69%

9%

47%

6%
20%

40%

60%

38%
80%

64% of consumers have completed an e-commerce
transaction entirely on smartphone or tablet.
Up from 52% in 2015.

It becomes a habit quickly: 88% of people who have, have done
so more than once.
Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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STATE OF MOBILE PAYMENTS

Mobile payments are picking up.
“Have you ever paid with your smartphone by scanning a QR code?”
NEVER

All

ONCE

61%

16-24

84%

25-34

53%

35-44

38%

45-54

56%

55-64

72%

7%

MULTIPLE TIMES

33%

9%

6%

47%

13%

50%

3% 41%

9%
20%

40%

60%

19%
80%

4 out of 10 people have paid for something by scanning a
QR code with their smartphone.
Once you pop, you can’t stop: 82% of people who have, have done so more than once.
Over half of 25-44 regularly scan & pay.
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.

An end-to-end beacon solution
by In The Pocket

PLATFORM

HARDWARE

SERVICES

A state-of-the-art SDK for

Selection, installation,

A team at your disposal

iOS and Android. Easy

calibration and mainte-

for special integrations

campaigns & metrics.

nance of beacons.

and other services.

www.getharald.com
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NEW
TECHNOLOGY

STATE OF BEACONS, WEARABLES &
AUGMENTED / VIRTUAL REALITY

THE STATE OF RETAIL

STATE OF
BEACONS
Beacons are small BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) devices capable of registering a smartphone user’s proximity.
Launched by Apple as iBeacons in 2013, and joined by
Google with Eddystone in 2015, beacons are seen as a cheap
way of determining a user’s micro-location, and leveraging
this contextual insight to better service that user.
This phygital technology is approaching a “make it or break
it” point on the tech cycle, as users need to grow accustomed
to these use cases, and companies need benchmarks to set
realistic expectations for beacon-driven campaigns
and set-ups.
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016.

Beacon-ready users need to have Bluetooth
and location-services enabled...
“Do you have Bluetooth on?”
DON’T KNOW 3%

NEVER 36%
ALWAYS 24%

USUALLY 11%
SOMETIMES 26%

More than 60% uses Bluetooth. (As high as 84% for 35-44)
“Do you allow location services when asked by an app?”
ALL APPS 7%
DON’T KNOW 5%

MOST APPS 20%

NEVER 18%

SOME APPS 50%

Nearly 8 out of 10 people have location services
enabled for some apps. (For 16-24, 94%)

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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THE STATE OF BEACONS

... and notifications to interact.

“Do you allow notifications when asked by an app?”

NEVER 33%

SOME APPS 41%
DON’T KNOW 14%

ALL APPS 3%
MOST APPS 11%

People are picky over which notifications they allow.
Invest in a granular notification strategy (how you send messages)
and clear on-boarding of users (why they should allow them).
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.

Right time, right place.

People are open to location-based messages:

49%

would like to receive location-based messages,
coupons, promotions, ...

38%
11%

only from stores or places he/she knows

any relevant message

Results from the field:

5-10%
10-15%

opening rate for informative location-based notifications
opening rate for high-value location-based notifications
(e.g. coupon, offer, ...)

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016 / In The Pocket Harald campaigns (getharald.com)
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THE STATE OF RETAIL

STATE OF
WEARABLES
When Apple launched the Watch in 2015, all eyes were
on the Cupertino company. Not only was it the first new
product line in the post-Jobs era, it set expectations for
the wearables category as a whole. Nowadays, all major
device makers have trackers and smartwatches in their
line-ups, and most top 100 applications have watch apps
on watchOS & Android Wear. However, where people
were expecting wildly innovative use cases, the category
seems to be mostly about extending existing experiences
and interactions, like notifications and messages, making
them more intuitive. Additionally, health & fitness
tracking proves very popular.
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Source: In The Pocket selection of cross-platform apps, representing over 2.3 mio users in Q3 2016.

The wearables market is already slowing down,
after growing explosively in 2015.
million
units sold
25

17.8M

20

26%

22.5M

218%

15

10

5.6M
5

Q2 ‘2014

1

2

25,4%
14%

Q2 ‘2015

Fitbit
Xiaomi
Apple

3

7%

4

6,9%

Garmin

5

4,6%

Lifesense

Q2 ‘2016

Expensive fitness tracker?
Whereas Apple Watch
entered the market
as the #2 in 2015 (19.9%),
its share is falling.

Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly Wearable Device Tracker, September 2016.
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THE STATE OF WEARABLES

Wearables are mostly about the Quantified
Self: collecting data about general health indicators like
movement, sleep, heart rate, etc.

“Do you track your fitness or health using a mobile device?”

SMARTWATCH

SMARTPHONE

25%

7%

FITNESS-BAND

9%

NO, BUT I MIGHT

21%

NO, DON’T SEE WHY

28%
40% of Belgians do health & fitness tracking.
Half of people aged 25-44.
Over 15% of Belgians own a wearable (fitness band or smartwatch).

1 in 3 of 35-to-44-year-olds.
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016..

Wearables in the workplace.
“Would you participate in a workplace wearables-driven
health program?”

YES, BUT
ANONYMOUSY

YES

33%

59%

16%

YES, BUT WITH
REWARDS

NO

26%

11%

DOES NOT
APPLY

15%
There is a big opportunity for employers (or HR service providers) to
engage in a (pro-)active wellbeing program.

Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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THE STATE OF
AUGMENTED
& VIRTUAL REALITY
With 360° panoramas already a thing in the 1700’s, and the
first VR prototype invented as early as 1968, virtual reality
has been a long time coming.
After the disillusionment in the ‘90/’00, the advances in
smartphone technology (and cheap availability of sensors,
screens, ...) brought new life to an old dream. With all major
(tech) players having big AR/VR ambitions, 2016 is the year
VR is finally going mainstream with commercial launches of
Oculus, HTC Vive, Sony PlayStation VR, Google Daydream,
etc.
But, how familiar are people with this novelty?
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Source: Worldwide Augmented and Virtual Reality Hardware Forecast, 2016–2020

The AR/VR market is about to go big
Units shipped

2016

VR

10M

2020
AR

UNITS

9.6

45.6

AR

0.4
64.8

VR

110M
UNITS

Revenue

$ 162 billion
$ 5.2 billion
The AR/VR market is expected to grow at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of >180% (for period 2015-2020).

Source:Worldwide Augmented and Virtual Reality Hardware Forecast, 2016–2020, April 2016, IDC / Worldwide Semiannual Augmented and Virtual Reality Spending Guide, August 2016, IDC.
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THE STATE OF AUGMENTED & VIRTUAL REALITY

Yet many people haven’t experienced it. Or know
what it is.
“Have you experienced virtual reality?”
YES

ALL

27%

16-24

31%

25-34

38%

35-44

34%

45-54

22%

55-64

9%

NO

43%

VR?

30%

38%

31%

34%

28%

41%

25%

47%

31%

56%

34%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Experience with VR varies with age, awareness of the technology doesn’t.

F

13%

M

41%

44%

44%

16%

44%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Boys and their toys. Affinity with VR is different between women and men.
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Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.

VR DISCOVERY SPRINT
A fast-paced, hands-on design track that will:
Introduce you into the exciting world of Virtual Reality.
Help you discover VR opportunities for your business.
Show you what your VR solution looks like and how people
engage with it.

Contact: jan@inthepocket.mobi
Source: In The Pocket State of Mobile Field Survey 2016.
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